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Abstract

In this paper, we focus on computational approaches for supporting derivational word
formation analysis in Slovenian. The main contributions are two-fold: first, we derive
word formation rules and chains from given examples of the trail volume of a derivational
dictionary and apply them to larger lexicons from two Slovenian resources; and second, we
propose the first morphological segmenter for Slovenian. More specifically, based on the
digitised trail volume (words starting with #) of the derivational dictionary of Slovenian,
we extracted suffixal word-formation rules, and applied them to two lexicons of Slovenian,
Sloleks and the one extracted from the metaFida corpus, to acquire new word formation
instances for each chaining rule. The study of word-formation chains is relevant because
it gives us an insight into word-formation mechanisms and productivity. The results
show that when the derived chaining rules were applied to Sloleks, 21.95% to 31.58% of
derivational chains are correct. In contrast, when the chaining rules were applied to the
metaFida lexicon, the results are very noisy, with an extremely low percentage of correct
chains. Next, motivated by the fact that morphological segmentation is a prerequisite
for determining the structure of word formation chains and the need for more general
analysis on the level of morphemes, we implemented the first automated morphological
segmentation models for Slovenian. The supervised model is based on BiLSTM-CRF
and achieves F1-Score of 83.98%, which is significantly higher than the two implemented
unsupervised baselines, Morfessor and MorphoChain, to which we the model is compared.

Keywords: derivational morphology; word formation; automated morphological segmen-
tation; derivational dictionary; morphological chains

1. Introduction
Word formation is a branch of linguistics which helps to analyse the lexical vitality of a
given language and also shows trends of language development. Slovenian is characterised
by an extremely rich morphemic structure of words, a result of multistage formation:
e.g. in the first stage, the adjective KH�/fvQmM; yields the noun KH�/QbifvQmi?, which in
turn yields the adjective KH�/Qbi2MfvQmi?7mH in the second stage, which yields the noun
KH�/QbiMBFf�/QH2b+2Mi, yielding the possessive adjective KH�/QbiMBFQpf�/QH2b+2MiǶb in the
fourth stage. The example shows the compatibility of four suffixal formants: Qbi Y @2M
Y @BF Y @Qp. The compatibility of formants is considered as the ability of different word-
formational formants to co-exist within the multistage formation, taking into account the
semantic extension aspect. Our paper contributes to the goal of better understanding the
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characteristics of word-formation and semantic extension mechanisms in the contemporary
Slovenian language, by determining the systemic predictability of formation in terms of
compatibility of formants, with a focus on suffixal formants.

While there were some linguistic descriptions of Slovenian word formation (Vidovič Muha,
1988; Toporišič, 2000), including the description of formation of words in several stages
that enables the linguistic investigation of multistage word-formation in Slovenian (see
Breznik (2004); Kern (2010, 2020)), there is a lack of corpus-based grounding of theoretical
findings. In the field of natural language processing, several researchers (Ruokolainen et al.
(2013); Cotterell et al. (2015, 2019); Zundi & Avaajargal (2022); Peters & Martins (2022))
addressed the problem of morphological analysis, but there is no such study for Slovenian.

The main contributions are two-fold: first, we derive word formation rules and chains
from given examples of the trail volume of the derivational dictionary BBSJB, and apply
them to larger lexicons from two Slovenian resources; and second, we propose the first
morphological segmenter for Slovenian. While the tasks are of different nature, they both
contribute to the final goal of analysing word formation processes and their combinatorics
in Slovenian. In the first case, we applying the rules derived from the existing database,
and in the second one, we do not get specific rules, but get more general segmentation rules,
which are less sensitive to the noisy corpora and are an underlying component of various
systems for analysing word formation processes. In the derivation of word formation rules,
we currently concentrated on suffix-adding rules only, as they are by far the most common
in Slovenian, while in the segmentation task, the approach is more general and also other
affixes are considered.

The basis for our study was the already existing Trail volume (headwords starting with
the letter #) of the derivational dictionary of Slovenian (BBSJB) (Breznik, 2004). The
dictionary gathers words in word families centred around a root, and inside those presents
sequences of derivations, also split into constituent morphemes and giving the part-of-
speech of the source and derived words. We leveraged BBSJB constructing morphological
rules and chains (e.g., for #QDf� Ƕ};?iǶ ¹ #QD2p�iB ¹ #QD2p�MD2). The derived rules can
then be applied to infer examples from novel corpora, with the goal of comprehensive
and corpus-grounded linguistic description of derivational processes, beyond the currently
available dataset consisting of letter # headwords only. Moreover, BBSJB was leveraged
for constructing a dataset for training and evaluation of morphological word segmentation,
which is a prerequisite for determining the structure of word formation chains, also beyond
the ones described in the rules derived from the BBSJB data. The work was performed in
the scope of the project Formant Combinatorics in Slovenian.

The paper is structured as follows. After presenting related work in Section 2, Section
3 describes the resources used in our study (BBSJB, Sloleks and metaFida). Next, we
present the methodology of rule-based chain extraction (Section 4.1) and morphological
segmentation (Section 4.2), including two unsupervised and one supervised model. Section 5
contains the results of the rule-based chain evaluation and compares different morphological
segmentation approaches and is followed by the conclusion and plans for future work
(Section 6).
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2. Related work

Work on automatic induction of rules for Slovenian lemmatisation has already been
researched Slovenian a while ago Erjavec & Džeroski (2004), where Inductive Logic
Programming was used to derived rules that compute the lemma of a word given its word-
form and part-of-speech tag. This work was then followed up with approaching the same
task but using so called Ripple Down Rules (Juršič et al., 2010). But while at first glance
the two approaches could be also used to predict derivational rules, there is a considerable
difference between inflectional and derivational morphology, as a word-form will always
have a lemma, while a word will not necessarily yield a derivation, nor will a potentially
derived word necessary be such, i.e. both the source and target words in a derivational
process must be attested in a lexicon. It should also be noticed that there also exists
an automatically derived but manually checked set of morphological rules (Arhar Holdt
et al., 2020) that relate entries in the Sloleks morphological lexicon (Dobrovoljc et al.,
2022). While we also also use this lexicon in our experiments, the rules themselves, again,
cover only inflection, and are therefore not useful for work on derivational morphology.
Rules for morphologically related words have been designed and applied to Sloleks in Čibej
et al. (2020). The resource contains only word pairs, not entire chains, and automatic
segmentation was performed without evaluation of the method.

Beyond the Slovenian natural language processing landscape, there are several directions.
For Croatian, a closely related language, CroatianCroDeriV (Filko et al., 2019; Šojat
et al., 2014) was developped, a language resource that contains data about morphological
structure and derivational relatedness of verbs. Focusing on derivational processes from
computational methods’ perspective (see e.g. (Vylomova et al., 2017)). Evaluation of
word embeddings by Gladkova et al. (2016) evaluates the processes in the scope of analogy
tasks, and shows that derivational morphology is significantly more difficult to model than
inflectional. Works by Lazaridou et al. (2013); Cotterell & Schütze (2018); Hofmann et al.
(2020a) for example, attempt to predict a derived form given a corresponding base form.
In recent research, Hofmann et al. (2020b) leverage pre-trained Neural Network Language
Models and propose DagoBERT (Derivationally and generatively optimized BERT) for
generation of derivationally complex words.

Morphological segmentation is a task closely related to the analysis of derivational mor-
phology. Although the resulting segmentation does not provide explicit rules for word
formation, the output of automatic morphological segmentation is a chain of morphemes.
The task of morphological segmentation has generated considerable scientific attention,
with several shared tasks (e.g. SIGMORPHON Batsuren et al. (2022), MorphoChallenge
Kurimo et al. (2010)) being organized. For baselines in our work, we selected Morfessor and
MorphoChain methods. Morfessor is a family of probabilistic machine learning methods
for morphological segmentation from text data, and Morfessor 2.0 (Smit et al. (2014)),
while MorphoChain Narasimhan et al. (2015) is an unsupervised model used for morpho-
logical segmentation that integrates orthographic and semantic views of words. In one
of the earlier studies, Cotterell et al. (2015) designed a machine learning system for joint
morphological segmentation and morpheme tagging which directly models morphotactics.
Ruokolainen et al. (2013), which is also the foundation of our supervised model, addressed
the task of morphological segmentation as a character-based sequence labelling task. The
authors modelled the sequence labelling task with a Conditional Random Field (CRF)
model. The joint BiLSTM-CRF models, introduced by Huang et al. (2015), were later
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successfully used for a number of sequence tagging tasks such as part-of-speech tagging
and named entity recognition. Several recent studies have achieved state-of-the-art results
by using Transformer-based encoder-decoder models (Zundi & Avaajargal (2022); Peters &
Martins (2022)). However, these models usually require relatively large amount of labeled
data to properly converge. Further, due to large number of training parameters, such
models are prohibitively expensive for training and inference in terms of computational
power.

3. Resources
In this section we overview the data used in our experiments, starting with trial volume of
the Derivational Dictionary of Slovenian, which was the essential resource for the study,
and following with the two subsidiary resources, namely the morphological dictionary of
Slovenian called Sloleks, and the metaFida corpus of Slovenian.

3.1 The Derivational Dictionary of Slovenian

The basis for our study was the already digitised Word-family dictionary of Slovenian,
Trial volume for headwords beginning with letter #, or Besednodružinski slovar slovenskega
jezika, Poskusni zvezek za iztočnice na B Stramljič Breznik (2005), BSSJB in short. The
dictionary gathers words in word families centred around a root, and inside those presents
sequences of derivations, also split into constituent morphemes, together with their type
(e.g. suffix, prefix, compound, etc.) and giving the part-of-speech of the source and derived
words. The trail volume contains 666 word families and 11,194 derivations. The trial
volume was first converted from its source encoding into TEI Lex0 Romary & Tasovac
(2018)R, which is a TEI-based XML schema and guidelines for encoding dictionaries and
other lexical resources, developed in the scope of the DARIAH research infrastructure.

The trial dictionary in Lex0 contains all the information from the source, and, additionally,
a conversion of the part-of-speech and lexical properties of the entry from the source
(Slovenian) labels to Universal Dependencies morphological features (de Marneffe et al.,
2021) and to its MULTEXT-East morphosyntactic description (MSD) (Erjavec, 2012),
which makes the resource better compatible with other Slovenian lexical and corpus
resources. It also introduces a taxonomy of morpheme types, and links the morphemes to
it.

Figure 1 gives an example of the encoding and content of a typical word family (here for
the word #�#�, in this case giving only its first derived word (#�#�D, which can also be
further nested, to give higher order derived words. It is thus possible to make sequences
(chains) of the derivations, also giving the order number (level) of each derived word. The
root word of a word-formation family (#�#� in the example) will always be level 0, while
#�#�D will be 1.

To simplify processing for our experiments, we converted the TEI Lex0 format into a TSV
file, which contains all the information relevant to our experiments, in particular the ID of
the word family, the ID of the entry, the lemma, its level, the chain of words, of lexical
properties, and morpheme types, all starting from the family root. The dictionary in this
format was then used as the starting point for all further experiments.

R ?iiTb,ff/�`B�?@2`B+X;Bi?m#XBQfH2tB+�H`2bQm`+2bfT�;2bfh1AG2tyfh1AG2tyX?iKH
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I2Mi`v tKH,H�M;4]bH] ivT24]K�BM1Mi`v] tKH,B/4]#bbDjejjd]=
I7Q`K ivT24]H2KK�]=

IQ`i? ivT24]?2�/rQ`/]=#�#�IfQ`i?=
IT`QM=#{#�IfT`QM=

If7Q`K=
I;`�K:`T ivT24]Q`B;]=

I;`�K ivT24]TQb]=b�KXIf;`�K= I;`�K ivT24];2M/2`]=ɾIf;`�K=If;`�K:`T=
I;`�K:`T ivT24]l.] tKH,H�M;4]2M]=

I;`�K ivT24]TQb]=LPlLIf;`�K= I;`�K ivT24]Qi?2`]=:2M/2`462KIf;`�K=If;`�K:`T=
I;`�K:`T ivT24]Jh1] tKH,H�M;4]2M]=I;`�K ivT24]Qi?2`]=L+If;`�K=If;`�K:`T=
I7Q`K ivT24]KQ`T?2K2b]=

IQ`i?=Ib2; M4]R] �M�4]O`QQiRJQ`T?]=#�#�Ifb2;=IfQ`i?=
IT`QM=Ib2; M4]R] �M�4]O`QQiRJQ`T?]=#{#�Ifb2;=IfT`QM=

If7Q`K=
I2Mi`v tKH,H�M;4]bH] ivT24]K�BM1Mi`v] tKH,B/4]#bbD98ekd]=

I7Q`K ivT24]H2KK�]=
IQ`i? ivT24]?2�/rQ`/]=#�#�DIfQ`i?=
IT`QM=#�#{DIfT`QM=

If7Q`K=
I;`�K:`T ivT24]Q`B;]=

I;`�K ivT24]TQb]=b�KXIf;`�K= I;`�K ivT24];2M/2`]=KIf;`�K=If;`�K:`T=
I;`�K:`T ivT24]l.] tKH,H�M;4]2M]=

I;`�K ivT24]TQb]=LPlLIf;`�K= I;`�K ivT24]Qi?2`]=:2M/2`4J�b+If;`�K=If;`�K:`T=
I;`�K:`T ivT24]Jh1] tKH,H�M;4]2M]=

I;`�K ivT24]Qi?2`]=L+KIf;`�K=
If;`�K:`T=
I7Q`K ivT24]KQ`T?2K2b]=

IQ`i?=Ib2; M4]R] �M�4]O`QQiRJQ`T?]=#�#Ifb2;=
Ib2; M4]k] �M�4]Obm77BtRJQ`T?]=�DIfb2;=IfQ`i?=
IT`QM=Ib2; M4]R] �M�4]O`QQiRJQ`T?]=#�#Ifb2;=
Ib2; M4]k] �M�4]Obm77BtRJQ`T?]={DIfb2;=IfT`QM=

If7Q`K=
If2Mi`v=
XXX

If2Mi`v=

Figure 1: Start of an example entry form BSSJB.

3.2 The Sloleks lexicon

Sloleks 2.0 Dobrovoljc et al. (2022) is a Slovenian morphological lexicon, which gives for
each entry, inter alia, the lemma of the word, its complete inflectional paradigm (the
word-forms paired with their MULTEXT-East morphosyntactic description and Universal
Dependencies morphological features), and the frequency of occurrence of each triplet in
the Gigafida reference corpus of Slovenian Krek et al. (2019). As the lexicon contains over
100,000 hand-verified lemmas, it is a large and clean resource for finding pairs of lemmas,
where one is a derivation of the other.

As a preprocessing step we extracted all the lemmas from Sloleks, together with their lexical
features (e.g. L+7 for LQmM- ivT24Ǵ+QKKQMǴ- ;2M/2`4Ǵ72KBMBM2Ǵ) and the frequency of
occurrence in Gigafida. This lexicon contains 85,398 lemmas, somewhat less than Sloleks,
as derivationally non-productive entries, such as numerals, abbreviations, pronouns etc.
were not included.
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3.3 The metaFida corpus

The metaFida 0.1 corpus (Erjavec, 2022) is the prototype edition of the collection of 34
Slovenian corpora, which are available on the concordancers of the CLARIN.SI research
infrastructure, and was made so that linguists can analyse the Slovenian language using a
single resource. The corpus is, by definition, the largest corpus of Slovenian, with over 3,6
billion words and so seemed as a good candidate to collect ever more lemmas than are
available in Sloleks.

As each word in metaFida is marked up with its MULTEXT-East MSD, we extracted
from it a lexicon identical in format to the Sloleks lemma lexicon, i.e. a list of lemmas,
accompanied by their lexical features and the frequency of occurrence in metaFida; the
lexicon was also filtered the in the same manner as the Sloleks one. This gave us a lexicon
with 1,229,345 lemmas.

While the metaFida lexicon most likely covers the lexis of Slovenian very well, certainly
much better than Sloleks, it also, as the huge number of lemmas makes obvious, contains a
large portion of noise, from encoding errors and typos, to errors in automatic lemmatisation
and PoS tagging. This noise is not very noticeable at the token level, but in a lexicon each
mistake can produce a new lexical entry.

4. Methodology
4.1 Rule-based Chain Extraction

In our first experiment the goal was to explore the possibility of using the existing
information in the trail volume of Derivational Dictionary of Slovenian (BSSJB) to induce,
on the basis of the Sloleks and metaFida lexicons, entries for word families not present in
BSSJB.

The method relies on the headwords, morpheme segmentation and Universal Dependencies
part-of-speech labels present for each entry in BSSJB. We take pairs of entries (source
and derived word), and construct pairs or rules (”deep” and ”surface” rules) that map
the source word to the derived word, the former formulated as a sequence of morphemes,
and the latter as regular expressions. For example, if we take the entry #QD@2p�iBfiQ };?i
Uo1_"V from which the entry #QD2p@�MD2f};i?BM; ULPlLV is derived, we construct the
deep rule o1_",s@2p�iB ¹ LPlL,s@�MD2 and pair it with the surface rule describing the
derivation as a minimal transformation on surface forms, in this case Ǵo1_",sYiB ¹
LPlL,sYMD2Ǵ. It should be noted that we concentrate on rules that operate on suffixes
only.

Such rules are then also gathered into chains, as presented in the dictionary (e.g. for #QDf�
};?iǴ ULPlLV ¹ #QD@2p�iB ¹ #QD2p@�MD2V. We currently concentrated on suffix rules only,
with BSSJB yielding 1,641 distinct rules and 1,649 chains.

We next applied the constructed surface rules to part-of-speech / lemmas pairs from
the Sloleks and metaFida lexicons. For each entry in the lexicons we try to apply the
left-hand part of the regular expression of all surface rules to it, also taking into account
the part-of-speech, and, if successful, construct the target word. If the target word with
the correct part-of-speech also exists in the lexicon, we have found a potential derivational
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pair, and can assign to it the the deep derivational rule. Once the complete lexicon has
been processed, we also connect, as far as possible, the found pairs into chains.

With this, the initial set of morphological rules and chains from BSSJB and consisting
only of roots starting with the letter # is extended to words starting with all the others
letter of the alphabet (e.g. BxFHB+ ¹ BxFHB+2p�iB ¹ BxFHB+2p�MD2). Of course, not all the
found pairs and chains - esp. for the metaFida lexicon - are valid derivations or derivation
chains, but the derived resource could offer a good starting point for manual verification.
Using the described method, we gathered 117,769 potential pairs and 32,823 potential
chains from From Sloleks, while from the metaFida lexicon we get 1,549,644 potential
pairs and 496,486 potential chains.

4.2 Morphological Segmentation

In this section we describe the unsupervised and supervised models used for morphological
segmentation. We also present the dataset we constructed for the task of morphological
segmentation based on BSSJB. We used this dataset to train and evaluate our supervised
model as well as for the evaluation of unsupervised models. While in general supervised
models tend to perform better, this is sensitive on the size of the training data, especially
for deep learning models. Therefore, we are interested in whether unsupervised models
trained on large amount of data outperform supervised models with relatively small labeled
training dataset (around 10,000 examples).

4.2.1 Datasets

We have generated a gold standard dataset for morphological segmentation based on the
Derivational Dictionary of Slovenian (BSSJB), more specifically on the morphological
sequence chains with which we enriched the original version of the dictionary (see Section
3.1). As described in Section 4.1, the morphological chains contain only the information
on the latest derivational suffix at each level. For example, the word #�#2ʈ2p�MD2 has
the corresponding morphological chain #�#� ¹ #�#@2ʈ ¹ #�#2ʈ@2p�iB ¹ #�#2ʈ2p@�MD2. In
order to train a supervised automatic morphological segmenter, we had to preprocess
the morhpological chains to obtain a gold label segmentation of the word for all the
levels (e.g. #�#@2ʈ@2p@�MD2). The preprocessing was done programatically using simple
rule-based approach. Since Slovene is morphoglogically complex and words frequently
omit certain phonemes as they are derived, the rule-based approach produced a small
amount of faulty segmentations. In order to limit the amount of noise in the training
set, such examples were removed from the data, resulting in 210 words being omitted
from the dataset. Some of the words present in the dictionary were reflexive verbs and
were therefore recorded with a reflexive pronoun (e.g. #�#BiB b2). Since the reflexive
pronouns themselves are not derivational morphemes we decided to remove them from the
dataset during preprocessing. The resulting dataset contains 9,883 words and their gold
standard morphological segmentations. This dataset was used for training the supervised
approaches, and for evaluation of supervised and unsupervised segmentation models.

In addition, for unsupervised methods, we also used Sloleks and metaFida, which are
described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3. The metaFida corpus was additionally cleaned up by
removing all words containing characters not found in Slovene alphabet (namely, t- v- r-
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[), all words that contain a sequence of a single character repeated successively 3 or more
times, all words shorter than 3 letters, and all words occurring less than 4 times in the
corpus. Due to entries in the Sloleks lexicon being manually verified, we did not do any
data cleanup or preprocessing.

4.2.2 Morfessor

Morfessor is a family of probabilistic machine learning methods for morphological seg-
mentation from text data. The underlying model is trained such that it optimizes for
maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate of models parameters « given the training data D:

«MAP = arg max
«

p(«)p(D|«) (1)

During training, for each word all possible two segment combinations are evaluated. The
segmentation that produces the lowest cost is selected and the same procedure is recursively
applied to the resulting segments. During inference, a variation of Viterbi algorithm is
used to produce the segmentation with the lowest cost. In this work, a JQ`72bbQ` kXy Smit
et al. (2014) variant of the model was used.

We induce two Morfessor models, one using the words from Sloleks lexicon and one using
words from metaFida corpus. Due to entries in the Sloleks lexicon being manually verified,
we train the Morfessor model on this data in a type-based training regime that assigns
equal frequency for each word in the corpus. In metaFida, we have actual count of
occurrences for each word in corpus. In contrast to the approach taken with Sloleks, we
train the model in log-token based training regime where number of occurrences of words
are modified to use logarithm of the raw count instead. While frequency-based weighting
in metaFida serves as a regulariser for the noise inherent to the dataset, we did not opt
for this strategy for Sloleks, as the resource is clean and manually verified.

4.2.3 MorphoChain

Introduced in Narasimhan et al. (2015), MorphoChain is an unsupervised model used for
morphological segmentation that integrates orthographic and semantic views of words. On
the orthographic level, several features are used to estimate how the affixes are reused,
how the words are changed when new morphemes are added to the chain and whether a
sequence of morphemes exists in the corpus. Semantic comparison between words uses an
additional list of word vector representations, like those produced by deep-learning models.

The model was configured by specifying letters from Slovene alphabet, by lowering the
minimum morpheme size to 2, and specifying word vectors to be used for the semantic
features. We use existing, publicly available, Slovene fastText word vectors described in
Ljubešić & Erjavec (2018).

As in previous section, we induce one model using words from Sloleks lexicon and one
using words from metaFida corpus.
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4.2.4 BiLSTM-CRF - Tagging of morphological segments

Following Ruokolainen et al. (2013), we model the problem of morphological segmentation
as a sequence labelling problem on the character level.k Each character c in a target
word w is labeled with a label from the label set y œ {ah�_h- "- J- 1- a- ahPS}.
From this set, a character labeled with " represents a character at the beginning of the
morpheme, J represents character in the middle, and 1 represents the character at the
end of the morpheme. A label a is used for characters that are morphemes by themselves.
For example, a word #�MFQK�i with a ground-truth segementation #�MF@Q@K�i will be
transformed to labels as ("-J-J-1-a-"-J-1). The special labels ah�_h and ahPS are
added to the beginning of each word in order to constrain the model further.

Similarly to the original work, we model the sequence tagging problem with a Conditional
Random Field (CRF) model and use it to train a morphological segmenter for Slovenian
language. The main advantage of the CRF model is that it models the output sequence
by considering dependencies between output variables. The CRF models the conditional
probability of a sequence of labels ŷ with respect to the input sequence x̂ as follows:

P (ŷ|x̂, w) = exp(qT
t ŵ ú F (yt≠1, yt, x̂, t))

q
yÕœY exp(qT

t ŵ ú F (yÕ
t≠1, yÕ

t, x̂, t)) (2)

where i represents the position of the character in the sequence, h denotes the total
length of the sequence, r denotes the parameter vector and 6 represents the feature
function. During inference, we find the sequence of labels that maximizes the conditional
probability from Equation 2 using Viterbi algorithm. We modify the original work however
by employing a BiLSTM network as a feature function. The advantage of this approach is
that the feature functions are not a preset mapping from words to features but are trained
jointly with the CRF model. Furthermore, the use of the BiLSTM network allows us to
effectively use feature information from the past M sequence steps when assigning the tag
to the MYR-th character.

The input to our model is a word to be segmented, split into separate characters with two
special ah�_h and ahPS characters added to the beginning and the end of the character
sequence. Each character in the sequence is then embedded into a shared embedded
space Re where 2 denotes the dimensionality of the embeddings. The embedded sequence
of characters is then modelled by a BiLSTM network serving as a feature extractor
which transforms the input at each step to Rh where ? represents the hidden size of
the BiLSTM. The output from the last step of the BiLSTM network is then linearly
transformed to Rl where H is the dimensionality of the label set. Dropout is applied on the
input to the linear transformation as a form of regularization. This output is then used as
the emission scores for the Conditional Random Field which outputs the tag at the next
step.

In our experiments, we set the embedding size 2 as 50 and the hidden size ? of the BiLSTM
as 25 while the dropout probability is set to T = 0.2. Training of the model is performed
in batches with the batch size set to 32. For efficient computation, the lengths of the

k q?BH2 r2 /Q MQi ?�p2 T2`KBbbBQM 7Q` b?�`BM; i?2 b2;K2Mi2/ /�i�- i?2 +Q/2 7Q` i?2 b2;K2Mi�iBQM K2i?Q/
Bb Tm#HB+, ?iiTb,ff;BiH�#X+QKf�M/`�xTf�miQK�iBM;n/2`Bp�iBQM�HnKQ`T?QHQ;vn7Q`nbHQp2MB�M
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sequences were padded with padding tokens to the same length. The maximum size of the
sequence was set to 30 characters which corresponds to the longest word in the dataset.
For training, the training fold of the dataset is split into training and evaluation sets in
90%–10% proportion. During initial experiments, we have observed slow convergence of
the model especially in the early stages of training. For this reason, we let the model train
for 100 epochs. After each epoch, the performance of the model was evaluated on the
evaluation set to prevent overfitting.

For final evaluation, we use 5-fold cross-validation, where we repeat the training procedure
five times, each time evaluating on different fold of the data. We construct 5-fold cross-
validation data by arranging words into folds such that all entries sharing the same root
of the word are in the same fold. This is achieved by first collecting words into groups
according to their root. We form a multiway number partitioning optimization problem
Graham (1969) such that word groups are assigned to 5 bins in a way that minimizes
differences between number of words between each bin. This optimization problem is solved
using a greedy Longest-processing-time-first (LPT) algorithmj. In this way we ensure
two important properties of our training data. One, each fold contains approximately
equal number of words9. Two, closely related words that are derived from the same root
are always assigned to the same fold. Using such constructed folds, the model is always
evaluated on the words containing roots unseen during training and this enables us to test
the performance of the model when applied on new words.

5. Evaluation

In this section we present the evaluation and results of rule-based chain extraction and of
the machine learning-based models for morphological segmentation. Section 5.1 presents
the results of chain extraction Sloleks and metaFida corpora and analyses the most
common manually extracted chains. Section 5.2 presents results of the three approaches
for automatic morphological segmentation of words.

5.1 Rule-based Chain Evaluation

In Table 1, we present frequencies of chain lengths on each dataset. The columns for the
BSSJB dataset contains lengths from gold standard data, while Sloleks and metaFida
columns contain statistics for inferred chains on each corpus. Words in the BSSJB have
chains with length from 0 (root words) to 6, with the most common length being 1, ie.
words composed of just a root and a single additional morpheme. Regarding Sloleks and
metaFida, if the chain extraction method returned a chain with less than two rules, the
resulting chain was discarded to reduce the amount of noise. For this reason, some values
in the table are missing. Even if this is taken into account, there is a large discrepancy
between statistics of the inferred chains and chains found in the gold standard BSSJB
dictionary.

Some chains occur more often than others. In Table 2 we see ten most frequent rule
chains inferred on Sloleks and metaFida, with a relative frequency of words in the corpus

j h?2 BKTH2K2Mi�iBQM Bb �p�BH�#H2 BM i?2 S_hSu HB#`�`v, ?iiTb,ff;Bi?m#X+QKf2`2Hb;HfT`iTv
9 � T2`72+i /BpBbBQM i?�i �bbB;Mb 2�+? 7QH/ i?2 b�K2 MmK#2` Q7 rQ`/b Bb MQi TQbbB#H2 /m2 iQ � iQi�H �KQmMi

Q7 2Mi`B2b BM i?2 /�i�b2i MQi #2BM; /BpBbB#H2 #v 8X
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Length BSSJB freq. Sloleks freq. metaFida freq.
0 5.92% - -
1 38.23% - -
2 34.15% 87.14% 85.75%
3 15.31% 12.49% 13.86%
4 5.23% 0.36% 0.39%
5 1.07% 0.01% <0.01%
6 0.10% 0.00% 0.00%

Table 1: Comparison between distributions of chain lengthts. Column for the BSSJB
dataset shows distribution of chain lengths on manually annotated data, while Sloleks and
metaFida show distributions of inferred chains. Due to noise reduction, inferred chains
with the length less than 2 were discarded, therefore the statics are not directly comparable
with BSSJB.

explained by these rules. All chains show a combination of two morphemes. The most
frequent chain in both corpora is LPlL ¹ �.C1*hAo1 U@2MV ¹ �.o1_" U@QV, see the
following examples:

• �#2+2/� ’alphabet’ → �#2+2/2M ’alphabetical’ → �#2+2/MQ ’alphabetically’
• Í�bi ’honour’ → Í�bi2M ’honourable’ → Í�biMQbi ’honourability’
• /B/�FiBF� ’didactics’ → /B/�FiBÍ2M ’didactic’ → /B/�FiBÍMQ ’didactically’

Among the most productive rules are the first-stage adjectives on @2M, which form the base
for the second-stage nouns on @Qbi, @� and @BF and the verbs on @2iB. For example:

• �#bm`/ ’absurd (noun)’ → �#bm`/2M ’absurd (adjective)’ → �#bm`/MQbi ’absurdity’
• ʈBiQ ’cereal (noun)’ → ʈBi2M ’cereal (adjective)’ → ʈBiMB+� ’a grain silo’
• /2ʈ ’rain’ → /2ʈ2M ’rainy’ → /2ʈMBF ’umbrella’
• H2/ ’ice’ → H2/2M ’icy’ → H2/2M2iB ’to freeze’

In the Sloleks corpus, three chains with a non-noun simplex (non-derivative from) stand
out:

• VERB:X → ADJ:X-en → NOUN:X-ost (e.g., ;�MBiB ’to move (emotionally)’ →
;�MD2M ’moved’ → ;�MD2MQbi ’emotions from being moved’),

• ADJ:X → VERB:X-ati → NOUN:X-anje,
• ADJ:X → NOUN:X-ik → NOUN:X-ica

On the other side, in the metaFida corpus there is only one chain with a non-noun simplex:

• VERB:X → NOUN:X-0 → ADJ:X-en

In order to evaluate the accuracy of the rule chain derivations we tasked a single expert in
linguistics and word formation to manually verify the correctness of the entire inferred rule
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Most Common Rules Frequency
SloLeks
NOUN:X → ADJ:X-en → ADV:X-o 3.49%
NOUN:X → ADJ:X-en → NOUN:X-ost 2.82%
VERB:X → ADJ:X-en → NOUN:X-ost 2.70%
NOUN:X → ADJ:X-ski → ADV:X-o 2.25%
NOUN:X → VERB:X-ati → NOUN:X-anje 2.06%
ADJ:X → VERB:X-ati → NOUN:X-anje 1.86%
NOUN:X → NOUN:X-a → NOUN:X-ica 1.79%
NOUN:X → ADJ:X-en → NOUN:X-ica 1.76%
ADJ:X → NOUN:X-ik → NOUN:X-ica 1.75%
NOUN:X → ADJ:X-en → NOUN:X-ik 1.60%
metaFida
NOUN:X → ADJ:X-en → ADV:X-o 3.37%
NOUN:X → ADJ:X-en → NOUN:X-ost 2.00%
NOUN:X → NOUN:X-0 → ADJ:X-en 1.82%
NOUN:X → ADJ:X-en → VERB:X-eti 1.72%
NOUN:X → ADJ:X-ski → ADV:X-o 1.69%
VERB:X → NOUN:X-0 → ADJ:X-en 1.61%
NOUN:X → ADJ:X-en → NOUN:X-a 1.56%
NOUN:X → NOUN:X-a → NOUN:X-ica 1.52%
NOUN:X → ADJ:X-en → NOUN:X-ik 1.38%
NOUN:X → VERB:X-ati → NOUN:X-anje 1.38%

Table 2: Ten most common rule chains inferred on SloLeks and metaFida with a relative
frequency of words in the corpus explained with this rules.

chain (in future work, we plan to extend this part by conducting inter-annotator agreement
experiments). For each corpus, we randomly select words and rule chain that explains the
formation of selected word. The words are selected such that all words from a particular
corpus in the verification dataset have distinct rule chains. The rule chains were randomly
chosen with probability of being selected proportional to the logarithm of frequency of this
chain occurring in the vocabulary. Due to very small number of words exhibiting longer
rules, as per Table 1, we selected 100 examples for rules of size 2, 100 examples for rules
of size 3, and all available examples for each rule of sizes 4 and 5. In total, this procedure
selected 233 words from SloLeks and 264 words from metaFida. Next, we exclude words
starting with #, as the examples could be identical to the ones in the BBSJB gold standard.
The results of manual evaluation are presented in Table 3. The results are relatively
low, especially on metaFida which is a noisy data. There are several sources of mistakes,
including: semantically unrelated words (e.g., diva ’diva’→ divji ’wild’), incorrect order in
word-formation chain (e.g., krsten ’baptismal’ → krst ’baptism’), incorrect simplex, i.e.
non-derivative form (e.g., zobati ’to nibble’ (instead of zob ’tooth’) → zoben ’dental’).
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Corpus Chain length Sample size Correct Accuracy
Sloleks 2 94 25 26.60%
Sloleks 3 82 18 21.95%
Sloleks 4 19 6 31.58%
metaFida 2 98 5 5.10%
metaFida 3 92 3 3.26%
metaFida 4 42 0 0.00%
metaFida 5 1 0 0.00%

Table 3: Results of the manual verification of rule chains inferred on Sloleks and metaFida.

5.2 Morphological Segmentation Evaluation
5.3 Evaluation metrics

In this section we present the results achieved by the inferred models on the task of
morphological segmentation. For all models, we report precision, recall, F1 score, and
accuracy. We define F1 score analogous to Ruokolainen et al. (2013). Each correctly
predicted split between two morphemes in a word adds to the true positives (TP), under-
splitting and over-splitting count towards false negatives (FN) and false positives (FP),
respectively. As an example, for a ground truth segmentation #�MF@Q@K�i and a prediction
#�M@FQ@K�i, we have one false negative prediction (#�MF•QK�i, this split is not detected),
one false positive (#�M•FQK�i, the split is added by the model but not present in the gold
standard), and one true positive prediction (#�MFQ•K�i).

The F1 score is then defined as follows:

F1 = TP

TP + 1
2(FP + FN) (3)

We define accuracy of the model as the fraction of words with completely correct seg-
mentation, or alternatively, as a probability estimate of the model returning a correct
segmentation. Although this metric is usually not used in semantic segmentation task (cf.
Batsuren et al. 2022, Narasimhan et al. 2015), we consider it highly relevant and intuitive
for model comparison.

The results for unsupervised methods are provided on the entire dataset (see Section 4.2.1),
while for the supervised method, where 5-fold cross-validation was used, the results are
presented as an average score across all training runs, together with a standard deviation
between them.

5.4 Evaluation results

We present the results in the Table 4.

Among the unsupervised baseline models, there is a consistent difference in F1 score when
model is inferred on metaFida vs. on the Sloleks corpus. Although the metaFida corpus
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Model Precision Recall F1 score Accuracy
Morfessor 2.0 (mFida) 63.99% 22.64% 33.45% 15.97%
Morfessor 2.0 (Sloleks) 40.53% 34.19% 37.09% 13.90%
MorphoChain (mFida) 62.42% 23.88% 34.54% 15.33%
MorphoChain (Sloleks) 63.33% 34.86% 44.97% 20.90%

BiLSTM-CRF 83.45%
(±0.9)

84.58%
(±2.7)

83.98%
(±1.2)

47.73%
(±1.7)

Table 4: Results on the inferred models on the task of morphological segmentation.

used in training is significantly larger (x6.5), the F1 score is consistently improved with
Sloleks corpus, especially the recall component of the metric. The MorphoChain model
consistently outperforms the Morfessor 2.0 model on F1 score. This is to be expected as
MorphoChain model also includes semantic information when resolving the morphemes of
the word.

The supervised BiLSTM-CRF approach shows the strongest performance on our dataset.
All metrics show consistent performance over the folds as indicated by very low standard
deviations which shows the model is not sensitive to the variability in the training data.
An advantage of this model is that even though it is supervised it can be effectively trained
on smaller amounts of labeled data.

6. Conclusion and future work

With this work we tackle the problem of automating the derivational morphology for
Slovenian language with two complementary approaches. With one approach, we induce
a model on annotated data of derivational dictionary and produce rules that explain
transformation from a base word to a derived one. With the other approach, we induce a
model for morphological segmentation and evaluate it on the derivational dictionary.

Although the extraction of rule chains provides a richer information about word formation,
the accuracy of our approach is not satisfactory when evaluated on a random selection
of words from Sloleks lexicon and metaFida corpus. Results on the metaFida corpus are
significantly worse than those inferred on the Sloleks lexicon. One explanation for this is
the amount of noise present in each dataset. Entries in the Sloleks lexicon were manually
verified, which is not the case for metaFida corpus. This opens up a topic to be explored
in future work, how to improve the rule-based chain extraction by incorporating the
probabilistic estimates derived from the word frequencies, or even the semantic similarity
of words as used in MorphoChain (Narasimhan et al. (2015)).

Morphological segmentation was explored by evaluating both unsupervised and super-
vised models, and evaluated on a dataset constructed from the derivational dictionary.
Unsupervised models were induced on both Sloleks lexicon and metaFida corpus, while
the supervised model was induced and evaluated on the constructed dataset using the
5-fold cross-validation. All unsupervised approaches have very low values of F1 score
and accuracy, but those results are comparable with results reported in related work (cf.
Batsuren et al. (2022)).
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The supervised approach based on the BiLSTM-CRF model achieves higher scores com-
pared to the unsupervised approaches which is to be expected as it is trained on the BSSJB
dataset with supervision. While care has been taken to prevent the model from overfitting
on the root of the word and capitalizing on this during evaluation, the model is able to
learn better patterns as the training and test set come from the same data distribution.

For future work, we will evaluate the BiLSTM-CRF model on other out-of-distribution
datasets to fully gauge its performance in a practical setting. Furthermore, the current
training and test data contain only words starting on letter #. While we assume the rules
for morphological derivation are general across the vocabulary of a language, we would
like to test the model on a more varied vocabulary to gauge the impact of this particular
bias of our dataset. We also plan to leverage automated morphological segmentation for
deriving novel rules from the actual corpora, which will enable to analyse word formation
processes and formant combinatorics beyond the rules described in the BBSJB trial data.
The developed methods have high potential for faster and corpus driven approaches to
creation of contemporary derivational dictionaries.
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